MODULAR SYSTEM TO TREAT A 26 STD M3/H SATURATED LPG STREAM

Client/End User: Merichem Chemicals and Reinovery Services (Houston, USA) / Hellenic Petroleum s.a. Elefsis Refinery (Greece)

Year: 2008

Work Description:

Design, 3D representation, fabrication and delivery of module and off equipment. Procurement and supply, fabrication, assembly and testing of all piping and valves, bulks, structural steel and any other material required for the treating system.

- Assembly, testing, surface coating and fireproofing clips on modules as required per the project documentation.
- Instrument wiring of the process module including the supply of junction boxes, conduits (if applicable) and cable trays.
- Supply of start/stop stations for motors.
- Supply and fabrication of interconnecting piping between modules, to and from the phase separators and off-skid vessels. Heat tracing and insulation to be provided by Hellenic Petroleum.
- Installation of all pneumatic tubing and connections to instruments and control valves and the air header on each module.
- Electrical and instrument complete witnessed checkout before shipment.
- Final cleaning and preparation for shipment.
- Packing and transportation to Hel.Pe. Elefsis Refinery in terms DDP per INCOTERMS 2000.
- Issuance and delivery of all project documentation as required by the scope of work and the project specifications.
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